2019 Nevada Young Readers Award
Picture Book Nominees

**Where Oliver Fits**
By Cale Atkinson
★★★★★

**Princess and the Pony**
By Kate Beaton
★★★★★

**A Bike Like Sergio’s**
By Maribeth Boelts
★★★★★

**The Legend of Rock Paper Scissors**
By Drew Daywalt
★★★★★

**The Night Gardener**
By Terry Fan
★★★★★

**The Tree in the Courtyard**
By Jeff Gottesfeld
★★★★★

**Balderdash**
By Michelle Markel
★★★★★

**The Blobfish Book**
By Jessica Olien
★★★★★

Tell us what you think!
Once you’ve read at least four titles from this list, circle your favorite and return this bookmark to your teacher or librarian.

www.nevadalibraries.org/awards/nyra.html

Vote by May 15th
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